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News from the EFBWW
EESC Hearing on Asbestos

Renovate Europe Event

After the Commission published its
Communication on asbestos and its
proposal for a revision of the workers protection Directive, the European Economic and Social Committee
started preparing an opinion. At a
hearing run by the Committee on 31
October, experts presented insights
about various aspects. Amongst others, Jukka Takala described the real
magnitude of the asbestos pandemic. Enrico Gibellieri (EESC Workers
Group) reminded participants about
previous Opinions of the Committee, demanding similar action as
formulated in the European Parliament legislative Initiative Report;
Rolf Gehring (EFBWW) focused on
the technical feasibility of a low limit
value and judged the proposed
(Commission) limit value of 10,000
fibres as not protecting the workers’ (and inhabitants’) health sufficiently.

In the framework of the 2022 European Week of Regions and Cities in
October, the
Renovate Europe partners
and EG3 organised the Event
“Renovating
Europe's buildings: opportunities for workforce upskilling
in cohesion
funding”.
Mathieu Fichter (European Commission - DG REGIO), Vilislava Ivanova
(Senior Researcher E3G - Third Generation Environmentalism) and Rolf
Gehring (EFBWW) gave presentations and Adrian Joyce, Director of
the Renovate Europe alliance, moderated the event. The session focused on the needs of today's workforce in terms of building renovations and highlighted funding opportunities in the Multiannual Financial
Framework (MFF) for 2021-2027 to
help regions and cities step up to
the challenge. The importance and
need for more EU funding opportunities, such as Erasmus + & Horizon
Europe, was stressed together with
the need for direct and decent jobs,
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safe asbestos removal strategies
with an occupational exposure limit
of 1,000 f/m3 and a fair and sustainable transition.

IALI adopts measures against
asbestos
The EFBWW is an important partner
of the International Association of
Labour Inspection (IALI) in the field
of occupational safety and health.
Gerd Albracht, in his function as IALI
Technical Advisor and as member of
the EFBWW asbestos working party,
informed the IALI Presidium about
the EFBWW position paper and the
asbestos resolution of the European
Parliament of 20 October 2021.
After a discussion on how IALI and
the national labour inspectorates
can promote the implementation
for a better protection of workers
against asbestos, the following resolutions were adopted in this rePage 1
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gard:
• IALI members should develop an
information system to better protect workers against asbestos
• Recognition and compensation of
asbestos related occupational
diseases and removal of asbestos
within the framework of the IALI
homepage (Asbestos portal)
• Organization of an International
Asbestos Symposium of IALI in
cooperation with WHO, ILO,
NGO’s and labour inspectorates.

Single Permit
The single permit allows workers
from outside the EU/EEA (so-called
‘third-country nationals’) to reside
and work in a Member State of the
EU on a single permit, as opposed to
having one residence permit and
another professional permit – as is
the case for self-employed workers
from outside the EU/EEA.
In April 2022, the Commission proposed a number of initiatives to
tackle the rising demand for labour,
including a recast of the Single Permit Directive. This proposal aims to
simplify and clarify the procedure
and the scope of the single permit. It
introduces new provisions for the
monitoring and risk assessment of
single permit applications as well as
requiring more inspections and penalties. This is a win for the trade union movement. However, the EFBWW is concerned regarding the
provisions on changing employers.
Yes, workers need protection from
abusive situations, but we must be
careful that this is not itself misused.
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The EFBWW cannot support the creation of a business model for employers and recruitment agencies
having one employer request a work
permit and other dodgy employers
scouting for single permit holders
under false pretences.

EFBWW and ETUC meet EU officials to discuss EU-UA cooperation
On 20 October, a delegation of EFBWW and ETUC met with high level
representatives of the European
Commission and the EU representation to Ukraine to discuss the state
of workers’ rights in the current war
situation. The trade union representatives expressed their greatest
concern with recently adopted legislative changes that weaken trade
union rights and de facto abolish
meaningful social dialogue on company and sectoral level. The international trade union movement insists
that the EU should use the upcoming accession process to point the
Ukrainian government to its social
responsibilities. The future rebuilding of the country should be done
on the basis of social dialogue and
promoting social progress. According to EFBWW, during the reconstruction phase, attention should be
given to strong social clauses promoting skills and vocational training,
healthy and safe working conditions,
decent jobs with good salaries and
social dialogue between strong sectoral social partners. The EFBWW
will also approach FIEC, the European construction employers, to explore joint approaches on behalf of

the European construction industry
and provide support to the Ukrainian construction sector.

Joint statement with FIEC on the
new OSH Strategic Framework
After the European Commission
published its new Strategic Framework on occupational safety and
health (OSH), EFBWW and FIEC
started discussions on a joint statement on this program, which covers
the period 2021 to 2027. After a
series of discussions and internal
consultation, the statement was
adopted at the last meeting of the
working party OSH that took place
on 5th October. The statement expresses the need of a sound legislative framework and its enforcement
as a key factor for successful prevention. Also, the demand of a minimum number of 1 labour inspector
for not more than 10,000 employees is supported and one paragraph
is dealing with asbestos. Psychosocial risks are named as a growing
concern in our sector. EFBWW and
FIEC agreed to invite a Commission
representative to a next meeting of
the SD S&H working party to present our position and to discuss
with them specific needs of the sector.

EPBD - Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive
The negotiation of compromise
amendments appears to be tough
given the strong opposition coming
from within EPP for an ambitious
EPBD. Opponents say that the intro-
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duction of Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) should be
applied only “insofar as it is technically, functionally and economically
feasible”. The main arguments
against ambitious measures are the
high cost also due to scarcity of raw
material as well as lack of skilled
labour force. Together with members of the Renovate Europe Coalition, of which EFBWW is member, a
social media campaign was initiated
to push for strong MEPS.
In the meantime, the Energy Council
adopted its general approach on 25
October which is weakening strong
MEPS. Member States opt for
stronger differentiated approaches
between residential and nonresidential buildings in terms of
depths of renovation by applying
thresholds and trajectories rather
than a strict link between MEPS and
the Energy Performance Certificate
(EPC). However, they are divided in
their ambitions on MEPS. BE, FR, DE,
IR, LUX, NL and IRL wish for stronger
MEPS. Nevertheless, the Council is
aiming for EPC class D for residential
buildings which is more ambitious
than the Commission proposal (class
E & F). And Member States aim for

fully decarbonised and zeroemission EU building stock by 2050.

Working Time Directive
In a meeting with social partners, on
12 October, in which EFBWW participated, the Commission presented
the outline of the report on the application of the Working Time Directive (WTD) in Member States.
The Directive requires the Commission to submit a report every five
years (last report from 2017). The
report will be accompanied by an
interpretive communication. The
publication of both documents is
planned for end 2022. The analysis
of the national implementation of
the WTD will take into consideration
some significant recent developments in the case-law of the CJEU
since the last report.

Heidelberg Cement Global
Meeting
The online meeting, organized with
the support of Friedrich Ebert Foundation FES, took place on the 18 -19
October and was well attended by
Union representatives globally.
Gerard Rijk, from Profundo, presented an overview of Heidelberg materials, with insights into the
financial status,
demographics,
and climate
risks that the
company has.
Presentations
were given on
the challenges

for the industry moving towards a
“Carbon Neutral” environment and
it was agreed that worker participation and discussion is vital for a
“Just Transition” going forward. The
delegates gave an overview of the
state of the cement industry and the challenges they face in
their countries. The overall concern
regarded the deaths at the company operations, the lack of women and youth as well as social dialogue. All participants were adamant that the company needs to
open dialogue with the respective
unions and find ways to combat
these challenges.

CEMBUREAU focuses on MSD
Monday 24th October marked the
start of the European Week for
Safety and Health at Work, one
main event in the OSHA Lighten the
Load Campaign. In the framework
of this week CEMBUREAU, just like
EFBWW an official campaign partner, organised a webinar on MSDs.
The event highlighted good practices and discussed how the cement
sector can further improve the prevention of MSDs. CEMBUREAU and
external experts presented examples and discussed conditions and
perspectives for the prevention of
MSDs. Rolf Gehring explained the
need for direct participation in all
steps of the risk assessment and
risk reduction. He furthermore explained why a holistic view is needed to improve prevention. Once
material, tools, machinery and manufacturing facilities are implementPage 3
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ed the ergonomic conditions are set
and often very hard to amend. Collaboration between manufacturer
and user from the beginning of the
planning processes could offer a
way out.

ETUI OSH Conference 2022 on
Psychosocial Risks
With around 200 participants registered from 37 countries, the conference was well attended demonstrating a major interest in the topic.
A wide range of actors (union representatives, practitioners, researchers, experts, advisors, policymakers)
covering many different disciplines

and perspectives in the area of occupational health and safety were
gathered. The conference was a
great success, allowing to share
knowledge and experience on PSR,
but giving an opportunity to broaden and strengthen the union’s network on the issue. EFBWW presented the results of the joint project
with FIEC: Psychosocial Risk in Construction.

World Day of Decent Work
On the World Day of Decent Work
(WDDW), celebrated on 7 October,
the EFBWW recalled that construction, furniture and forest workers

are ready to Repower the European
Union (EU). However, workers deserve that the topic is also seen the
other way around: Is the European
Commission ready to Repower
workers? We all see more and
more cases of labour exploitation
and human trafficking throughout
Europe, and the EC needs to take
real action. We need urgent solutions to limit subcontracting chains,
promote direct and decent jobs and
ban intermediaries in the construction sector.

Projects
ECMIN 4.0 project
The EFBWW organised a meeting
with the contact persons of the
ECMIN 4.0 project, which will be
finalised by the end of 2022. The
main topics of the event were the
need for and importance of updating the website. The EFBWW
stressed the need to have updated
information on the salaries and
working conditions of construction
workers: a well-informed worker is
better protected against labour exploitation.

DESOCO project finalised
Fostering social Dialogue in the Central and eastern European EUmember states and giving more
space to work on topics in the field
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of employment policies, vocational
Education and Occupational Safety
and Health, these were the main
objectives of the EFBWW/FIEC Social
Partner project. In the framework of
the project, EFBWW and FIEC run six
online seminars in CEE-Countries,
namely in Latvia, Czech, Romania,
Poland, Hungary and Slovenia. All
seminars had good participation and
provided each a place to intensively
reflect on a specific topic. News,
data, and conclusions of each seminar were fed into the political discussions of the respective Social Dialogue working party. Because of the
success of the project FIEC and EFBWW decided to apply for a DESOCO II project.

Perspectives of the Scaffolding
sector
Health and safety training - often
insufficient - , working conditions often bad - , Material – often unergonomic: these are conditions, the
scaffolding sector is marked by. In
consequence, the number of accidents and occupational diseases is
quite high. Taking up the tradition
of European Scaffolding Conferences, the EFBWW started a project
tackling the problems of the sector,
aiming to get a better understanding of the actual situation and to
develop policy options for better
training, the improvement of health
and safety, how to deal with technological changes and to foster social dialogue in the sector.
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News from our affiliates
Romania

Latvia

Belgium

FGS Familia discusses workers’
rights with trade unions from
India and Nepal

The Latvian Construction Union (LBNA) represented its members in court

Social partners call
for the creation of a special construction inspection unit

In May 2022, the Latvian Construction Union (LBNA) received information from one of its members
claiming that he had not received
wages for hours worked and overtime pay. The LBNA approached the
employer with calculations for the
non-payment of salary, with no success. Therefore, the LBNA prepared
an application to the court. The
hearing was held in October, and in
order not to proceed with a lengthy
court process, it ended with a settlement. It took several months, but
the LBNA member received his salary due. This was the first time LBNA
represented a member in court,
'unlocking' a new tool to support its
members in a more direct and professional way. Read more here.

The social partners in the Belgian
construction sector – including EFBWW affiliates ACV BIE and CG
FGTB - signed a joint sector statement and wrote a letter to the viceprime-minister and Labour Minister, Pierre-Yves Dermagne, calling
for the creation of a special construction inspection cell. The social
partners warn that “despite the
many actions undertaken by the
sector and the authorities in the
ongoing fight against unfair competition and social dumping, the phenomenon persists”. Therefore, they
demand a significant increase in the
number of labour inspectors and
auditors. Belgian social partners call
for the establishment of a specific
department within the authorities
that would take concrete action to
combat all forms of social dumping.
The two trade unions are organising
a general strike on 9 November.
Among the main reasons for protest are the reduced purchasing
power, skyrocketing energy prices,
and wage bargaining. More info
here and here.

The Romanian trade union FGS FAMILIA met with trade union representatives from India and Nepal,
both countries that are either a
source of workers for the construction market in Romania or destination countries for Romanian workers. The contacts took place in Madrid, Spain, during the World Congress of the Building and Wood
Workers' International (BWI), where
trade union delegates from 117
countries were present. Discussions
were focused on the ways in which
the interests and rights of workers
can be defended beyond borders.
The exchanges happened with the
support of BWI's head of South Asia,
Rajeev Sharma, who will also build a
bridge of contact with trade unions
in Vietnam, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, organisations that could not
be present at the BWI Congress.
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the protest actions will continue in
the coming weeks – in GermanProtest days continue
speaking Switzerland (1 and 11
On October 20, the 6th round of
November) and in French-speaking
negotiations on the renewal of the Switzerland (7 and 8 November).
National Agreement (NA) for conImprovements are urgently needed in the industry, such as shorter
struction workers took place. The
positions differ widely. The demands working days and full payment for
travel time from the company to
of the Swiss Contractors' Association
the construction site. The unions
(SSE) for even longer working days are doing their utmost to ensure
for all and lower wages for longthat a solution is found by the end
serving workers are an attack on the of the year and to avoid a contractual vacuum. The negotiations will
health and dignity of bricklayers.
continue on 14 November.
After a successful start in Ticino

Switzerland

In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact ibuttu@efbww.eu.

Miscellaneous
Re-elected General Secretary
Ambet Yuson stresses good cooperation with EFBWW at BWI
congress

elected GS was the campaign to
make health and safety a fundamental right, an action that was
great victory for workers. “BWI
and EFBWW mobilised to lead the
From 4 to 7 October, the Building
global unions campaign. We were
and Wood Workers' International
able to get 450 agreements with
(BWI) held its 5th congress in Maemployers covering 18 million
drid, Spain, under the slogan
Vamos! Organising Beyond Borders. workers demanding that occupaDuring the event, Ambet Yuson was tional health and safety be incorre-elected as the general secretary. porated in the ILO Tripartite DeclaIn his speech, Ambet Yuson had the ration of Fundamental Principles
opportunity to stress the good coop- and Rights at Work.” More info
eration between BWI and the EFBWW: “the cooperation of BWI and EFBWW Asbestos online mornEFBWW is stronger than ever. With ing brief
this, we are stronger to counter the We are pleased to invite you to the
EFBWW Asbestos online morning
declining membership and labour
brief taking place on November
standards in the region.” The EF17th, from 8:30am to 10:00am.
BWW shares this view and is comThis will be an opportunity to
mitted in continuing the cooperation of the last years. One concrete discuss the proposed revised
Directive on Asbestos, and address
example mentioned by the reseveral issues,
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•

The EP legislative Initiative Report from October 2021

•

Asbestos as a long-lasting pandemic

•

Shortcomings of the EU policy
and EC proposals published on
September 28, 2022

•

A low limit value – technical
feasible

Register here
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EFBWW Meeting schedule 2022

9-10 November 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Building +
ETUI Training

EFBWW + EESC Brussels,
Belgium

17 November 2022

EFBWW Asbestos online morning brief

Online, Register HERE

30 November 2022

EFBWW Executive Committee

EFBWW Brussels, Belgium

6-7 December 2022

EFBWW/BWI MNC conference

Lisbon, Portugal

EFBWW Meeting schedule 2023

January 2023

FELM online seminar

Online

February 2023

Social Dialogue Wood and Furniture Plenary

Brussels, Belgium (TBC)

15-16 February 2023

Joint EFBWW/BWI Presidium

London, UK

1 March 2023

European Commission , High Level Conference on Labour Cards/
SID-cards
Brussels / hybrid

March 2023 (TBC)

Social dialogue Construction - WG OSH

Brussels, Belgium (TBC)

25 April 2023

FELM Final Conference

Ljubljana, Slovenia

May 2023

Social Dialogue Wood - Plenary

Hybrid/online (TBC)

May 2023

Social Dialogue Furniture – Plenary

Hybrid/online (TBC)

23-26 May 2023

ETUC Congress

Berlin, Germany

June 2023 (TBC)

Social dialogue Construction - WG Employment

Brussels, Belgium (TBC)

October 2023

Social Dialogue Wood and Furniture

Physical (TBC)

October 2023 (TBC)

Social dialogue Construction - WG VET/YOUTH

Online

12-14 December 2023

EFBWW General Assembly

Helsinki, Finland
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